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V-Tech joins Amazon Partner Network

Washington, DC- V-Tech Solutions, Inc., has joined the Amazon Web Services (AWS)
community. As a member of the Amazon Partner Network (APN), V-Tech can now offer AWS
cloud technology and services to local governments, federal agencies and private corporations.
Additionally, V-Tech enhanced its partnership with AWS Training to provide advanced
technological skills to unemployed, under-employed and veteran jobs seekers. V-Tech is
leveraging its existing relationship with DC Department of Employment Services (DOES) to
offer free cloud certification training to interested candidates.
Last month, V-Tech hosted a 3-course training class at the DC Infrastructure Academy facilitated
by Amazon professionals. As a result of the class, 13 individuals are now prepared to take the
AWS cloud practitioner exam. Those who become certified as an AWS cloud practitioner will
have a competitive advantage in the job market with specialization in a field that is growing
exponentially. Candidates are also on track for the next level of coursework to become an
Amazon Certified Solutions Architect with an average starting salary of $165,000 per year. In
the immediate, V-Tech seeks to employ qualified candidates who have achieved AWS training
and certification through the DOES On-The-Job Training Program as they explore a new career
in the next generation of cloud computing technology.

###
About V-Tech Solutions
V-Tech Solutions, Inc. (V-Tech) is a rapidly growing Health, Technology and Professional Services firm. Our
diverse client base includes the Commercial, DOD, Federal, and State and Local governments – V-Tech is devoted
to excellent customer service and innovation with a focus on new trends and innovations. Incorporated in the
District of Columbia in 2000, V-Tech is a minority-owned Small Disadvantaged Business (SDB), CVE-Verified
Veteran Owned Small Business (VOSB), District of Columbia CBE and Maryland DBE/MBE. V-Tech holds a GSA
8(a) Stars II Contract, and Navy Seaport-e IDIQ. For more information, please visit www.v-techsolutions.net.
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